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Datasheet

Find your sensitive data, 
anywhere.
Challenge
Data wants to be free, but security teams have a job to do.

Security teams lack effective ways to keep up with exploding data volumes in a perimeter-
less world full of blind spots. CISOs and auditors need faster tools to find sensitive data, 
and a reprieve from the unacceptable amount of false positives they receive. That’s where 
Qostodian ReconTM comes in.

Solution
Get a hold of distributed data, without compromising security

Qostodian ReconTM restores visibility and accelerates an organization’s ability to find and 
secure data, even in the most remote locations. CISOs and auditors leverage Recon to 
enforce data security policies and maintain control over data as their organizations grow. 
With Recon’s lightning-fast analysis times, security teams get an immediate return on their 
investment, have access to contextualized results to improve their response time, and 
eliminate the need for complex infrastructure. 
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“ After running tests, we found that we were able to 
get the answers we needed 10 to 50x faster, with less 
overhead, infrastructure, and maintenance activity 
required.”

George Plytas,
Head of Information Security, CAA Club Group

Real-world benefits

CAA, Canada’s most trusted brand, takes the protection of its members’ data seriously. 
However, their existing tool was time consuming and laborious to maintain. After thorough 
evaluation, CAA’s data security team switched to Recon with a single click. 

Instant Results

Easy to install and use - 
no training required

Speed

No servers to run, but 
scans 10 times faster

Trust 

Contextualized results 
for targeted resources

Installation

CAA’s previous tool

3 months

3 servers
5 administrators

1 GB/hourScan Time

Maintenance

5 minutes

1 virtual machine

10 GB/hour

Recon

Qostodian ReconTM by the numbers
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Ready to secure data faster, wherever it is?

Email us at info@qohash.com to learn more.

Supporting your full data 
security workflow

Fast facts

Deploy
Identify and analyze 

your targets

Discover
Find sensitive data 
quickly, anywhere

Detect
Understand risk 

levels 

Decide
Take steps to secure 

data

Install in minutes

Schedule your scans ahead

Run on a laptop or virtual machine

Set up unique classification criteria

Quickly find sensitive PII, PCI and PHI

View contextualized results (eliminate manual steps)

View risk in a comprehensive dashboard

Filter data by location, quantity and type of regulation
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